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ESTIMATING STLDENTS' VOCABULARY SIZES IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE

TEACHING

Soot Tells'.

1 Introduction

In this paper 1 will discuss some issues related to
r-4 the estimation of people's vocabulary sizes end present

some results from one large-scale assessment study. I van
first outline different approaches to vocabulary research

*4) and than focus on the methodological prob:ems related to

CO
quantitative estimation of acquired vocabularies. I will

conclude by citing empirical results obtained from one

4;) study where some new ideas In test theory were applied to

CV
vocabulary learning.

2 Different approaches to vocabulary research
L.L1

2.1 Why study vocabulary?

At the outset we should address the basic question:
Why should anyone be interested In vocabulary research?

Why should vocabulary knowledge be an interesting end
Important area for research? in mum, why bother shout

vocabulary? There are sans indications that linguistics
(e.g., Bolinger, I631 1,781 MO FlIketer , 19791 Halle,

Wooten Miller, 1978; Hillidey 1314414161chuk & Zolkov-
sky, 19741 Raskin, 1983) is @hewing a griming interest in

the role of the lexicon end in lengesi processes s en
Important pert of linguistic theory. Piiyehologists end

psycholinguists have demonstrated eleatly for quite some
time ego that vocabulary knowledge is the hest predictor

of reeding comprehension (e.g., Anderson & Fresbody,
1981). According to same estimates (e.g., Fresbody
Andersen, 19811 Frunicitte, 1800 Jeltneen, 19721 Klychni-
kove, 1973), about 70 % of the words 40 text should be

known for glebe) undertending,ef 14c. meaning, about
SO S for understanding all male Wise, end 'heist 95 % for

understanding also details. Thum,' w eon elieclud that
vocabulary knowledge is definitely as Smarting prerequis-
ite for discourse comprehension, and awing how central
learning from text is in school and out -of- school, we have
simple reason to maintain that vocabulary research Is en
important area for research and deeerVeil, if anything, to

be strengthened and intensified.
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2.2 Approaches to vocabulary rogoarch

Vocabulary research can have a number of different

approaches. In this paper I will dtscuss three such

approaches. I will cell them psychological, pedagogical,
end quentitetive, respectively.

If vocabulary research hes a auchologicel bias,

several questions efts* is possible roolosia probliffm. How
is vocabulary processed in comparison to e.g., perception,
syntax or whole discourse? Whet is meant by knowing s

word? Mow does memory work In learning vocabulary (en-

coding, storage and retrieval) and how -en influent
techniques (e.g., keyword wethod, hook matho 'slbly
facilitate vocabulary learning? What causes dif and

whet facilitates vocabulary learn-1W

If vocabulary tessarch has a Recluglical bias,

several other questloAe merit ettention.lNhat mile should
be learned (issue of selection)? Whet should be the nature
of learning outcomes at different sieges of a courses
beginning, intermediate, final stage (issue of objectives/
goals concerning desired vocabulary knowledge ono skills)?
How should words be samenticized, i.e., how should their

meanings be taught? How should word meanings be coneolid-
ld? Whet should be She role of conscious vs. incidental

vemtbuiery learning?

If vocabulary research has gusgtitstive bias, as it

may have due to eta nature - opaileiTng e It does of
large amount f different words - we may ask somewhat

different questions. Whet is the total size of vocabulary
in !enemy*? Mew teeny different words de people know?

How Nosy words do ordinary people use, and how many words
do miters use? Hew does vocabulary grow In Childhood and

in the later stages of life? Hew common are different
weeds?

In order to get 'newer. to such questions, several

methodological__probleme have to be solved. Whet kind of
TNT can 54'iiii is test different kinds of vecabul-
aty Woes/ledge (validity Issue)? How can we get good

diatomite' of total vocabulary sizes on the beets of
sample f words (issue of research design, and problems

Foisted Is reliability/dependability and generalisabil-

,,-Ity)f.1
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3 Estimation of tudsnts' vocabulary sizes

3.1 Problem

The main purpose of the study was to estimate the

size of tudsnts' active and pessiv vecebu:ery in English
after they had studied English fir seven years (about 600
lessons, about 450 clock hours). For a more detailed de-

scription of the research problem, see the author's
doctoral dissertation (Takata 1904).

3.2 Design

In this paper we are interested in estimating the

overall size of English vocabulary learned by students in
the Finnish cumprhnsive school. Thus we are dealing with
program evaluation and domain-referenced (r criterion-
roternced) measurement. WS wish to generalize into the
whole univrs at content Cl..., taught vocabulary) end

into the whole population et students. This moans that it

is necessary to specify the content domain end draw
rardom sample from it. nuly this kind of design makes such
two-way gnrellztion oossible. In such a design, it is

easeful or even almost necessary to apply multi-matrix
sampling, which means that different @Pedants answer pert-
ly or totally diffornt Items. Thus several teat forma are
randomly rotated In class.

Pcolltion. The final 'argot sewpaltien of the study
was difinia as ell Finnish-waking eSealwte in the final

grade of 'normal' lomprhonsiie school @Imes.

Student Saimilag. Preliminary studies (Tkla 1984)

had stiovin t git 14-- is Important t tangle sufficient
number of achcole, while it wsuld not be necessary to

sample many students from each school. The sapling method
was a two-stage stratified cluster sample. The primary
sampling unit was the school end the secondary dumpling
unit was the class. Four strata were used with the size of
school and the degree of sebanisetioes of the school
community es the two bases of stratitIcaties.

The designed sample f school consisted of 42 schools
and the executed sample of 3V schools. Altogether, 2,415

students took part In the study.

Item Sgmeling. Vocabulary size eathastlen promised to
be a good-starting point for gentelizabillty studies. It

is 'aborious but possible, due t Fialend's fairly

centralized school system, to define the domain end even
list and count the items In the domain.

Two textbooks, which wore practically the only ones

used In schools, ware reviewed and words taught in than

were listed separately. Textbook 1 taught, about 2,500

words for the two higher sots (Sets A and B) and about

4 BEST COPY AVM
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1,500 words for the lowest set (Set C). Textbook 2 taught

about 2,850 words and 2,340 words, respectively. From the
two separate lists, a total of about 950 words was random-

ly drawn and distributed among 40 different test forms.

Thus each student had to tespond only to 40-50 items.

Certain design Issues were tested In the study so

that items were distributed to either "s robust student

sample" and a "lass robust student sample". They are not
reported here (see Tekele 1984).

3.3 Choice of test type

Several test types wore considered. Tha constructed

answer technique, in which students wrote the English
equivalents of decontextuelited Finnish words ("active

vocabulary") end vice versa ("peosive vocabulary"), wee
chosen on both theoretical and practical grounds. For a

more detailed description of the rationale for the choice
of the test type, see Tekaie (1914).

Sample items

Instructionst "In this test you can show how well you
know the English vocabulary included in your courus work.

Below are proannted a number of Finnish words. Your task
is to write the English equivalent on the line obnve the

Finnish word. Write the word even if you may not be quite
sure About the correct spelling, since alelling mistakes

ere a miner consideration in scoring."

talk

!mow

"Write the Finnish stpilvelents of the following Englixh

words."

5 BEST COPY AVAILABLI
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4 Date collection end date analysis

Dots on student -ocebulary knowledge, end on the con-
tort of teaching end learning, were collected In the
spring of 1575. Dots file building took more then s year.

Student answers were scored 0-1 with meaning equival-
ence as the ultimate criterion (e.g.. disregarding spell-
ing). Interreter agreement wee of the order of 55 S.

Data were anelyled using logistic item anelysis

program end vocabulary sire estimates ware obtained
through a new verienee components analysis, which uses the
generalised symmetrical sumo (gee) method. It was shown
that the results obteined with mow program are identicel
win those computed with Camtbeeft's tummies from the WSS
Reliability Program mesa square, indices.

S Same mein results

The mein results of the study con be briefly summar-
ised es follows.

There was no reliable difference In the students'

pensive and active vocabulary heowledge, co they were
measured In the study. Also studente' knowledge of simple
word - formation rules and their contextual inference
ability were poorly developed, In cemperisee is tfpleal LI
skills. The following ',ammo were sesurinft (1 Flemish
end English are net related iiingesgem, whisk may 'Out en-

courage such skills. (2) The emphotis at'this 1441114 Is en
syntactical patterns, while morel:elegy lelargely mmtleet.
ed. (3) The treatment of texts Is °intenelvess glette
students little exposure to English. Tice effoimated average
silo of vocabulary (elm table 1, erigiael estientee) wee
about 1,000 words, with greet variability in perfeemettea.

Fest isomers knew about 1,5e0 mord., average lotemieeto-
about 903 end slow learners about 450 werde. Ofte to the' .

limited word-foreetioa skills, the estimetee'sught to be
adjusted by up to 45 II, by 17 IF, and by 7 II fee the -three
sots, respectively (see table le copiloted eatimales). Tbe
relationship between taught and hared veollialery lea
SS 5, 32 %, and 20 S for the three sate, tespeotively... ' N,

v. t J

Table 1. Original and Corrected Estimates for the TOt$1
Passive and Active Vocabulary Slate, by Set

Set Original estinatee Corrected estiestee' ,N-

Passive Active Active Pearive/sente04:74
sidet- - ' , li' --," 0

Set A
Set B
Set C

1,550
950
450

1,450
1150

350

2,6019
1,025
50

2,201, " 1h k I

1,050
-
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Variance components analysis snowed that words made a
greeter difference in scores then students end that error
of mwsuramont can be lowered more efficiently by increas-
ing the number of word items then b) taking a larger
student sample. There may also be en optimal size of Input
In vocsbuiar) learning. Students who used textbook with
s lower Input learned less then those whose textbook
taught more words.

6 implications end conclusions

Now that s new approach to s large-scale assessment
of vocabulary size he been developed, tasted empirically
e nd found to be s promising line of study, several re-
search questions suggest themselves. These can be divided
into two major groups. One he to do with the test types
e nd the other with student populations.

As wee mentioned In the above, it was possible to
test only limited aspects of vocabulary knowledge, namely
relatively solid and easily cceeeibl passive and active
knowledge of words. Several experiments ought to be con-
ducted with other test types that tap more nutlet know-
ledge of word meanings end sip hew vocabulary else Mina-
stes are affected.

Similarly, students' knowledge of vocabulary in the
context of discourse comprehension and production ought to
be estImeted. Such experiment* could provide date tp CCM.
940MORt the baseline date collected in the present study.
It would this be poestiole to estimate, with a certain
degree of confidence, that if students' decontextualized
e nd firm kaowledgs of L; words is X, their more partial
kpowldge of vocabulary is X Y wares, sic. It can be
conjectured that partial knowledge of p felt amount of
basic words combined with same knowledge of basic morphol
ogles! rules and the avilebility of an adequate context
coo 1600 to tie adequate oemprehenslor of test ,sesegio and
to previde a good opportunity for more word learning,

The study ought to be extended to other populatJons.
With mord to the present study, it would be important to
test students' knowledge of lower stage vocabulary el the
e nd of that school stage, This would make it possible to
e xplain with Teeter confidence the finding that Iowa,
stags vocabulary was known bettor than upper Stage vocab-
ulary. Is this se already at that stage or IS lower stags
vocabulary repeated during the upper stage, end thus the
ditto/secs In lewnlog bp attributable to OM !warms in
the opportunity to learn lower stage vocabulary? Thts
qustion could be studied in even greeter detail by look-
ing at each successive OW, end comparing tho results,
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Vocabulary size assessment should also be extended to
older populations. How many words do students know st the

e nd of the senior secondary school? How many words do L2
molars et the university know?

Other studies ought to ail.lrass the question of how
studentr' ability to use word analysis skills develops
over time as the study of L2 progresses. Teaching experi-
ments ought to be carried out in which students of differ-
e nt ago levels ere taught word analysis and context util-
lztion skills l order to see whet effect such direct
teaching would have on students' vocabulary efficiency.

Further, since It was found that exposure to more
words had a favorable influence on vocabulary learning, It
should be studied what exposure leads to optimal word
learning for students of varying ability. It 'memo likely
that the relationship is not linear but more likely en in-
verted U- shaped curve.

In terms of curricular implications an educational
e quality concerns, it would be important to study when the
observed large differences in vocabulary else in L2
e merge, end whether setting/streaming (and using different
textbooks with different Input) tondo to increase or de-

crease such diferences. It limited Input (1.0., smaller
vocabulary size taught) better for slow learners or Is

that a misguided notion?

In addition to such empirical reeverch, it would be
useful to devote same attention to more theoretical quest-
ions an the nature of vocabulary learning, teaching, and
rosier, - Is It, for instance, In the very nature of a

domain like vocabulary that the input should be large, and
thct the number of words known solidly would be low or
conversely the number of words direst forgotten woull be

high? Whet would that mean for teaching, testing and
grading? Is, for instance, the observed large Stan
variance cenvionent on led/cation of the failure Of teach-
ing, or Is it a natural characteristic of L2, and for that
matter LI, learning and perfonmancet

It is obvious that a whole research program-Is needed
to increase our knowledge *bout vosebulry teaching and
learning bath in LI and L2. Close links betweelvtii and 12
vocabulary research are of greet importance for optimal
progress. It may be mars laborious *a keen tree:ref whet
is being done in both LI and L2 tessera*, but that is
necessary to avoid duplication of effort and be Otilize
the stets of sit knowledge. This Is one of the main
lessons that work on this inveatigation bee provided. It
_s time to put that belief tnte practice, '41and ,thet the

date invite further elaboration. This will be efansirding

e xperience, since vocabulary research tandeooldo.%.*eve a

dES1 COPY AVAILABLE
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special fascination of its own. Its range of interest is

as wide as life itself. As Vygotsky so aptly put it a

word it a microcosm of human consciousness.
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